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PANAMA CANAL MUSEUM 

Message from the President 

 Eleven years ago, as the US was preparing to transfer the Panama Canal to Panama, it became 

evident that some action needed to be taken to preserve the history of the American Era in Panama 

before it faded into memory.  With considerable foresight, 

several former residents of the Canal Zone established the 

Panama Canal Society Foundation (later renamed the 

Panama Canal Museum) and, with the help of many 

individuals and organizations in Panama and the US, 

began collecting artifacts and other materials. 

 Over the years, with generous financial support and 

donations of artifacts, the collection grew and we achieved 

success in maintaining a modest-size museum.  We have 

had a dependable flow of revenues sufficient to cover 

expenses; hired a full-time director and two part-time 

staffers; experienced steady growth in our membership; 

developed a profitable store operation; created interesting 

and historically relevant exhibits, events and activities; 

published an award-winning cookbook and a fascinating book, Write of Passage:  Stories of the 

American Era of the Panama Canal, containing family histories during the American Era; and, 

generally, have been a repository for some wonderful memories of life in the Canal Zone and Panama.  

 Apparently, our efforts did not go unnoticed.  Appreciating our strengths, the value of our 

collection and the importance of our Mission, both the University of Florida and Tulane University 

approached us with a partnership proposal during 2009.  That these prestigious institutions were 

interested in our collection is a tribute to the dedicated trustees, staff, volunteers and the many donors 

of artifacts and financial support who have helped build a sound, credible and professional museum.  

After careful consideration of both proposals, the Museum’s board chose to partner with the University 

of Florida and entered into a Partnership Agreement, the highlights of which appear elsewhere in this 

issue of the Review. 

 The stand-alone, self-sustaining museum we hoped for has been an elusive dream requiring multi-

millions in donations which, despite all our efforts, have not materialized.  The partnership with the 

University of Florida is an opportunity to associate with an outstanding institution that has the capacity 

to preserve our collection indefinitely.  In the next few years, we will be working with UF to preserve, 

digitize and make our collection available online.  By July 2012, the collection will be located at the 

University of Florida and our operations at our current location will shut down.  During the next few  

years we will continue to raise money for the Partnership and seek additional items for the collection.  

All who have contributed to the Museum effort in any way over the years can feel great satisfaction in 

being a critical part of a unique group that has enabled us to reach our present high level and has laid 

the foundation for the long-term preservation of our history.  

 
Joe Wood 
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The University of Florida and the Panama Canal Museum  

Partnership Agreement 

 The Partnership Agreement recently signed between the University of Florida (UF) and the Panama Canal Museum (PCM) 

will continue the Mission of the PCM and will provide a sustainable, stable home for the collection.  It will ensure the permanent 

preservation of and access to the collection, support related research and scholarship, and document the history of the United 

States in Panama. 

 

 The University of Florida Foundation, the university’s George A. Smathers Libraries, its Center for Latin American Studies, 

and its Samuel Proctor Oral History Program have a strong interest in expanding studies in Inter-American Relations and Latin 

American History, including Panama, the Panama Canal and the Canal Zone, and will work with the Museum to preserve the 

history of the United States in Panama.  Highlights of the Agreement are as follows: 

 

 The University of Florida will work with the Panama Canal Museum to: 

• Collect and conserve materials that enhance the collection and further the Mission, whether those materials will be 

donated to the UF directly or through the PCM. 

• Identify and solicit funding sources through donor support, endowments, planned gifts, grants and partnerships to 

sustain the collection. 

• Create and host a digital collection of materials related to the Mission. 

• Create links between the Museum’s web site and the University’s web site, including links to digital collections 

available for public access. 

• Catalog and digitize publications of the Panama Canal Commission and its predecessor agencies and establish a 

Government Documents Department as a Center for Excellence for US maps, documents and publications related 

to Panama, the Panama Canal and the Canal Zone. 

• Create research awards to foster scholarship on Panama, the Panama Canal, the Canal Zone and the history of the 

United States in Panama. 

• Develop a plan for a successor organization for the PCM’s Board of Trustees to continue to advise UF on matters 

related to the Mission. 

• Create and present traveling and virtual (online) exhibits, lesson plans and other materials suitable for the 100th 

anniversary of the opening of the Panama Canal in 1914. 

• Conduct oral history interviews, transcribe and digitize them, and make them available online. 

 

 The Panama Canal Museum will transfer any and all assets and collections, as needed, to the University of Florida not later 

than July 31, 2012.  During this “Transition Period” the PCM will: 

• Continue to operate at its current location. 

• Raise funds to support its operations and to provide resources for preservation, digitization, oral histories and other 

activities of the Partnership. 

• Seek and acquire for the Partnership historical items and artifacts that help document the history of the United 

States in Panama. 

• Develop exhibits for the Annual Panama Canal Society Reunions and other venues. 

• Maintain Educational Outreach Programs, including a Speakers Bureau and a Museum in a Trunk program. 

• Identify individuals for oral histories related to the Mission of the PCM. 
• Develop a plan for disposition of duplicates and other materials that will not be transferred to the UF. 

 

 At the end of the Transition Period, the Museum will cease its physical operations, at which time the PCM collection will be 

fully integrated with the UF collections.  A special Board of Advisors will be formed to provide expertise, advice and 

interpretation on all aspects of US history in Panama. 



Questions and Answers on the UF/PCM Partnership 
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 Questions have arisen regarding the Partnership between the University of Florida (UF) and the Panama Canal Museum (PCM).  Here 

are a few, with answers, that may shed some light on the arrangement: 

 

Q.  Why did the PCM feel a need to partner with another institution?  A.  We would love to continue operating a stand-alone museum, 

with our own building, a professional staff and financial support coming from all sources.  The reality is, however, that it takes much more 

money to operate a museum the way it should be run than what we have been able to generate over the years.  Certainly, we have had very 

generous support from our Canal Zone constituency; but beyond that, it has been difficult to raise money.  

 

 For the past eleven years we have created and maintained a museum that has been a source of enjoyment for so many people – mostly 

former Canal Zone and Panama residents.  During that time, we have built up an impressive collection of publications, artifacts and other 

materials that needs to be preserved permanently.  As our Canal Zone support inevitably declines over time, it is clear that we would not be 

able to generate the funding or the resources sufficient to preserve historically important materials, nor do we have the expertise or the 

technology to digitize our collection and make it available for public access.  

 

Q.  Why did the PCM choose to partner with UF over Tulane?  A.  UF houses one of the most comprehensive collections on Latin 

American history and largest number of Latin American Historians in the United States through its George A. Smathers Libraries and its 

Center for Latin American Studies, which is the oldest such academic center in the country.  Tulane University also has an excellent Latin 

American Library and long standing interest in Latin America.  After considerable deliberation the board felt that, while both institutions 

have outstanding reputations and facilities, including state-of-the-art conservation and digitization methodologies, it appeared that UF was a 

better fit for us.  In addition to being physically closer to the PCM, UF offered us a more complete plan for giving life to the collection, 

including an oral history program, anticipated traveling exhibits, the fostering of research and study on the Panama Canal, and a 

commitment to host a 2014 commemorative event.  

 

Q.  Will the PCM cease operating by July 31, 2012?  A.  The Partnership Agreement calls for a Transition Period, during which time the 

PCM will gradually transfer its assets and collection to UF for permanent preservation.  By the end of that period, July, 31, 2012, the transfer 

will be complete and the PCM operations at its current location will be terminated.  The funds that are raised during that period, along with 

any reserves we might have available, will then go to support preservation, digitization, research, oral histories and an endowment within the 

UF/PCM Partnership to sustain the collection and related activities permanently. 

 

Q.  Why can’t the PCM continue operating at its present level and still fund UF’s preservation efforts?  A.  It would be counterproductive 

to try to use the money we raise to continue operations when those funds could be used more appropriately to support the Partnership’s 

mission of long-term preservation of our history. 

 

Q.  What will happen to the items I donated to the PCM?  A.  During the Transition Period, UF and the PCM will identify and select items 

from the Museum’s collection to be transferred to the Partnership.  Those will be preserved, digitized and retained in the Panama Canal 

Museum Collection at the University of Florida.  Other items will be digitized, but then returned to the Museum.  Items not required by UF 

for their collection may be returned to the original donors, transferred to other museums, universities or other institutions, sold or auctioned, 

or otherwise disposed of.  Every effort will be to preserve as many items as possible.   

 

Q.  Will the PCM and/or UF continue to solicit funds, and where will the money go?  A.  UF and the PCM jointly will assist each other in 

raising funds to support preservation and digitization; research and Panama Canal related studies; and oral histories.  The goal is to raise 

sufficient funds to establish an endowment to sustain the collection and related activities indefinitely.  In addition, the Museum will need to 

raise funds to continue its operations during the Transition Period. 

 

Q.  Will the PCM and/or UF continue to collect artifacts?  A.  Both UF and the PCM will seek documents, maps, photographs, artifacts and 

other items that enhance the collection and help preserve the history of the United States in Panama.  The high costs of further building, 

preserving and maintaining the collection will cause us to be selective in what we are able to accept for permanent holding.  Prospective 

donors of artifacts or other items may contact the Museum in advance of making a donation to ensure that the items can be incorporated into 

the collection. 

 

Q.  Will the PCM still have an appearance at the Annual Panama Canal Society Reunions?  A.  Yes.  The PCM expects to continue with its 

annual exhibits at the reunions until the transition of its collection has been completed.  After that, it is probable that UF will work with the 

Society to continue a presence for the enjoyment of all attendees of the reunion 
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Board of Trustees Highlights 

 During the board’s visit to the University, UF officials arranged a tour of the Smathers Libraries facilities, including 

demonstrations of various processes and techniques used in the preservation and digitization of photographs, maps, 

documents and other materials; hosted working lunches for both days to discuss the terms of the UF/PCM Partnership 

Agreement; and provided briefings to the board on UF’s Center for Latin American Studies and the Samuel Proctor 

Oral History Program. 

 The following actions were taken by the board: 

• Welcomed Fred Bremer, CFP, as the newest member of the board. 

• Reviewed the 7-month financial report showing a net loss of $28,694 through July based on 

revenues of $63,444 and expenses of $92,138.  Although expenses were down $5,784 over the same 

period last year, due primarily to a reduction in rent, the revenue boosts we experienced in 2008 

(e.g., a $25,000 bequest by the Egolf family, the receipts from the Write of Passage:  Stories of the 

American Era of the Panama Canal book project and a Cultural Affairs Grant from Pinellas 

County) have not materialized in 2009. 

• Approved the 2010 operating budget, with projected operating expenses at $111,600 and expected 

revenues (based on prior years) of $100,000, for a net projected loss of $11,600.  (As in other years, 

the revenue stream could be affected by unanticipated large donations, bequests or specific fund-

raising projects.  However, absent any of those, the projected shortfall would have to be covered by 

our reserves.) 

• Noted that, at the end of July, the museum held liquid assets totaling $157,250. 

• Approved the extension of the education curator position through June of 2010 to continue 

educational outreach through the Speakers Bureau and Museum in a Trunk programs.  (Because 

the grant covering her salary was not renewed, this salary is an unanticipated budgetary expense 

that will need to be absorbed from increased revenues or our reserves.) 

• Reviewed and discussed with University of Florida officials the terms of the UF/PCM Partnership 

Agreement that will allow for the permanent preservation of the museum’s collection. 

• Voted to transfer the collection and phase out the museum by July 31, 2012. 

• Recognized the efforts of Betty Cortez, website designer, in upgrading the Museum’s website. 

 

 The board continues to take the necessary measures to ensure that the museum is in compliance with all laws, 

regulations and directives and is responsibly administering the artifacts and finances entrusted to it by the 

membership. 

 The Panama Canal Museum’s Board of Trustees held its third 

meeting of the calendar year on September 21 and 22, 2009, at the 

George A. Smathers Libraries on the campus of the University of 

Florida in Gainesville, FL. 
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Volunteer Profile — Judi McCullough 

 Judi  McCullough came to the Panama Canal Museum in the 

latter part of 2007.  Having returned to Sarasota, FL, in May 2007 after a 

three year stint in Panama as a medical missionary for the Episcopal 

Church of Panama, she needed to do something to occupy her leisure 

time.  Her sister, Joan Ohman, suggested that she volunteer at the 

Panama Canal Museum.  Now she spends almost every Thursday at the 

museum.  She has sorted and accessioned donations; helped with the 

Teddy Roosevelt celebration last year; presented two lectures, one to a 

private elementary school and one to a senior citizen group; and 

worked on sorting and organizing the donations made for the annual 

silent auction this summer at the Panama Canal Society reunion. 

 Judi says, “I really enjoy going to the museum for several different 

reasons.  It gives me a chance to be with other Zonians.  I have learned a 

lot about the trials and tribulations of the construction days.  I also 

enjoy reading the documents, looking at the diagrams of the locks, and 

seeing the maps of the early days.” 

 Judi went to the Canal Zone as a baby in 1939 with her parents, Snookie and Mac McCullough.  The family was 

invited by George and Carrie Heim, Snookie’s parents, to go to the Canal Zone.  Judi grew up on the Atlantic side, 

attending schools in Cristobal and Margarita.  The family left Panama in 1952 to live in Ohio.  In the meantime, siblings 

Tom, Don, and Joan were born.  Sister Susan was born in Zanesville, OH, in the same hospital as Judi. 

 Judi’s father returned to Panama in January 1957 to his old job with the Motor Transportation Division.  The rest of 

the family moved in March.  Judi graduated from Balboa High and Canal Zone Junior College and attended Ohio State 

University for one quarter.  She returned home to Margarita and worked at the Gatun swimming pool as a life guard 

and swim instructor.  By June 1960, Judi had attended and graduated from Medical Technology School at Grady 

Memorial Hospital in Atlanta, GA. 

 Judi married in 1961 and has two daughters, Jeanie and Lynn.  She moved to the Canal Zone when her marriage 

ended.  Eventually she worked at Coco Solo and Gorgas hospitals.  In 1978 Judi moved to Sarasota, FL, where her 

parents were retired, and went to work at Sarasota Memorial Hospital.  In 2002, after she retired, Judi went to Haiti to 

do short term missionary work.  It was during this time that Judi realized she was being directed by God to go into full 

time missionary work — rather laughable to Judi since she was 63 years old at this time.  

  In 2004, Judi was sent to Panama to work with the Medical Mission Project of Panama.  She studied Spanish in 

Costa Rica for four months before going.  During her three years there, she worked with short term teams that came to 

do clinics from the Darien to Chiriqui.  Most of her work was at a permanent clinic at an abandoned banana plantation, 

called Finca Teca, located near Puerto Armuelles.  There she developed a small lab, pharmacy, and relationship with a 

hospital laboratory in David.  She also developed a children’s program using DVDs.   

 Judi’s wealth of experiences in Panama, interest in the history of Panama and the Canal Zone, and willingness to 

engage in a variety of volunteer activities for the museum have been most appreciated by all who have observed her 

hard at work at the museum. 
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Three New Trustees Join Museum’s Board 

 Fred Bremer was born and raised in the Panama Canal Zone, where 

his family was stationed with the US Department of Defense.  After 

graduating from high school, he attended Mount St. Mary’s College in 

Emmitsburg, MD, where he obtained his BA in 1975.  He continued his 

studies at San Diego State University, receiving his MA in 1977, at which 

time he began his professional career. 

 After stints with Cargill, Inc., and RJ Reynolds Tobacco International, 

he received his MBA in 1984 from the University of Miami.  That was 

followed by 15 years in the healthcare field, handling various financial and 

investment matters for medical practices.  In 1996, he pursued his interest 

in financial planning and a desire to help people with their personal 

financial problems by obtaining his Certified Financial Planner  (CFP) 

designation at Rollins College. 

 Fred has provided seminars to businesses and the general public and has had contracts with the federal 

government to provide financial planning courses for US government employees both here and abroad.  He 

has also been featured on several Orlando-area radio and television stations discussing 529 Plans for college 

funding.  Previously he served as an adjunct professor with F.I.T., teaching the Retirement Planning and 

Employee Benefits course for the CFP curriculum.  In addition to his teaching, Fred maintains his own 

clientele.  He served nine years on the board of directors for the Central Florida Chapter of the Financial 

Planning Association.  He is a registered investment advisor associate and is licensed with several states’ 

departments of insurance as well as the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority.  Fred resides with his wife 

and two children in Longwood, FL.   

 Dr. Richmond Brown is an associate professor in Latin 

American studies and the associate director for academic 

programs at the University of Florida.  His responsibilities 

relate primarily to overseeing the Master of Arts in Latin 

American Studies program, the undergraduate minor, and 

graduate and undergraduate certificate programs in Latin 

American Studies. 

 He received MA (1986) and Ph.D. (1993) degrees in history 

from Tulane University and a BA in history from Spring Hill 

College (1983).  He is the author of Juan Fermín de Aycinena: 

Central American Colonial Entrepreneur, 1729 – 1796, 

University of Oklahoma Press, 1997, and the editor of Coastal 

Encounters:  The Transformation of the Gulf South in the Eighteenth Century, Nebraska Press, 2007. 

 Richmond is a former president of the Southeastern Council of Latin American Studies and a former 

president of the Latin American and Caribbean Section of the Southern Historical Association; he is the 

managing editor of the association’s newsletter. 
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 Dr. Rachel Schipper as the Associate Dean for Technology and Support 
Services leads seven diverse units within the University of Florida library system 

including acquisitions, metadata and cataloging, access support, digital services, 

preservation and conservation, information technology, and facilities and 

security departments.  Known for her expertise in the construction and 

renovation of libraries, academic buildings, and museum galleries, Rachel led 

projects that resulted in Senatorial libraries for Robert C. Byrd (WV) and Paul 

Coverdell (GA). 

 Prior to her position with UF, Dr. Schipper served as the Dean of Library 

and Instructional Technology at Georgia College & State University and as the 

University Librarian/Dean of Information Sciences at Shepherd University in 

West Virginia.  Throughout 23 years in public and private higher education 

settings, she has worked for libraries at Pennsylvania State, Johns Hopkins, the 

University of Maryland, and the Florida Institute of Technology, simultaneously 

receiving graduate degrees in Library Sciences, Museum Studies, and Computer Sciences. 

 While at Penn State, Rachel participated in a study abroad program in 1978, teaching art at Curundu Junior 

High School under the supervision of Bill Koons. Her interest in Panama continues, and she looks forward to 

working with the PCM to transition and house the museum's many extraordinary collections. 

 

 

 

 With the assistance of website designer, Betty Cortez, we are finally on-line with our new, improved website. 

There are lots of new pages featuring a timeline of historical events relating to the Panama Canal, illustrated 

history pages and interesting facts about the Panama Canal.  You can plan a visit or tour; sign up for volunteer 

opportunities; and read about current and past exhibits, past and upcoming events, and educational programs 

such as our Speakers Bureau and Museum in a 

Trunk.  It also features the Roosevelt Medal 

Program and a searchable Zonians in the Military 

listing.  

 The Join and Donate pages encourage people 

to join or renew their memberships, to donate on-

line, and to Leave a Legacy through the museum’s 

charitable giving plan.  As in the past, visitors to 

the site can purchase books, T-shirts, and lots of 

other gift items through the Museum Shop and 

our new affiliate site, AllPosters.com. 

 The website is linked to Facebook and Twitter, which arouse daily interest in what is happening at the 

museum.  It is also linked to the digital libraries at the University of Florida and Adelphi University.  Now our 

computer gurus are working on programming searchable pages for the Wall of Honor and Zonians in the 

Military.  Over a year in the making, there were many hands involved with creating this site.  They include Joey 

Zornes (graphic designer), Chance Graham (web designer), John P. Coffey, Chuck Hummer, Joe Wood, Kathy 

Egolf, Bob Zumbado, Brian Lillian, Kalika Novoa, and Elizabeth Neily. 

Panama Canal Museum Website Goes Live 
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Museum in a Trunk Program Expands to . . .   

 The presentation of a Museum in a Trunk for the Diocese of St. 

Petersburg took place recently at St. Raphael Catholic School in St. 

Petersburg, FL.  Gerold Cooper, a retired Panama Canal pilot, was both the 

donor of the trunk and the featured speaker at the presentation, which was 

attended by two classes of sixth-eighth graders.  Gerry spoke about his 

experience as a pilot, showed photos, and let the students see bugs from the 

museum’s collection donated by the Palumbo family.  Two DVDs were shown — The Conquest of Two 

Oceans and Leap of Faith, the latter about saving the golden frogs in Panama.  Others who participated in 

the presentation included the principal, Valerie Wostbrock, who accepted the trunk for the diocese; Pat 

Gulliver, one of the teachers, who introduced Gerry; and Kalika Novoa, Panama Canal Museum’s 

Education Curator, who told the students about the museum and its mission and invited them to visit with 

their parents. 

St. Petersburg, Florida 

 The Education Office of the Panama Canal Museum has developed an outreach program of trained speakers.  Several 

times a week these speakers welcome visitors to the museum with an informative guided tour.  Recent guests have included 

Aston Gardens Retirement Center, pictured here with Gerry DeTore; 

Rutgers University Alumni; Groves Travel Club; and the Outrageous 

Sisters of the Red Hats.  The speakers have also been invited to teach 

school classes, whether elementary, middle, high school or college level.  

And then there are the community and civic groups, such as the local 

libraries, churches and historical societies, country clubs and senior 

centers, the Optimists, the Rotaries, and organizations such as the 

National Association of Retired Federal Employees, Military Officers 

Association, Society of American Military Engineers, and the American 

Society of Civil Engineers.  Our speakers have even been invited to speak 

on cruise ships sailing to Panama. 

 With the popularity of the Panama Canal as a tourist destination, these presentations are fulfilling a need that the public 

has to obtain information about the Panama Canal.  As a result, these presentations have become a frequently requested and 

well received activity of the museum. 

 But neither the requests coming in, nor the need for information is confined only to the Tampa Bay area, which is why 

the Panama Canal Museum is seeking individuals outside of its area, and even the state, who would like to become speakers.  

This is an opportunity to share your experiences of the Canal Zone with the training and information that the museum will 

provide to you and have some fun along the way.  If you would like some more information, contact the Education Curator, 

Kalika Novoa, at the museum at office@panamacanalmuseum.org.   

Museum’s Speakers Bureau Presents Outreach Program 
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 The donation and presentation of a Museum in a Trunk to 

Holy Spirit Catholic School in Jacksonville, FL, was accomplished 

on September 22, 2009.  In attendance were Pat Steiner Kearns, 

Vice President of the Panama Canal Museum, and her husband, 

LTC Jim Kearns; their daughter, Annette Kearns Couch and her 

daughter, Marianne Couch.  Jack Noll, middle school social 

studies teacher, accepted the trunk for the principal, Dr. John 

Luciano.  The presentation took place in the library of Holy 

Spirit school.  

 Pat and Jim chose to donate the Museum in a Trunk to the Holy Spirit Catholic School since their four 

grandchildren had attended this small parochial school — Marianne, a third grader, and her mother were at 

the presentation.  The other Couch children not in attendance include Stephanie Couch, a college freshman at 

FSU; Michelle Couch, a senior at Paxon School for Advanced Studies, Jacksonville, FL; and Alexander Couch, 

a freshman at Paxon School for Advanced Studies. 

 Of significant interest to those in attendance was the quick transit video.  Pat explained how it used to take 

her at least eight hours to transit the Canal whenever her uncle, a ship captain, would come through the Canal.  

Some of the information Pat shared from the trunk items included statistical facts — each lock gate weighs 740 

tons; each chamber is 1,000’ long and 110’ wide; the amount of dirt moved could have built a Great Wall of 

China from San Francisco to New York City or equal to a train of dirt cars circling the world four times at the 

equator.  Very impressive was that the temperature at the bottom of Culebra Cut was often 120-130 degrees.  

The school was very appreciative of receiving the donation from the Kearns family.  

Jacksonville, Florida  

Winter Park, Florida  

 Shown at Winter Park High School in Winter Park, 

FL, at the presentation of the Museum in a Trunk 

donated by Judith Engelke Montanaro are (from left 

to right):  Mike Charnoky, father of Ryan; Ryan 

Charnoky; Alice Leftridge Angotti, grandmother of 

Ryan and mother of Paula Martin; Bob Zumbado, 

PCM Trustee; and Marguerite Zumbado.  Ryan, who 

is a nephew of Dr. Paula Martin, a teacher at Winter 

Park High School and former Zonian, is a 12-year old 

student who made an award winning DVD about Dr. William Gorgas which is included in the teaching trunk.  

The two classes of ninth grade students and guests present saw the DVD; heard comments about the 

importance of the Panama Canal and the teaching trunk from Paula; listened to Kalika Novoa, PCM Education 

Curator, read a tribute to the Canal Zone Schools prepared by Judy Montanaro; and learned more about the 

importance of the Panama Canal and life in the Canal Zone from Bob.  Dr. David Stanley, principal of the 

school, accepted the trunk for the school with appreciation and gratitude.  Guests not pictured included 

Rebekah Maggio, a former teacher of Ryan’s; Pam Reid, member of the Panama Canal Society; and Kim 

O'Daniel, family friend of the Charnokys. 
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Museum Discovers Sibert Family Members 

 Tonya Mellen is a descendent of Major General William Sibert, who was the engineer in charge of the Atlantic Division during 

the construction of the Panama Canal.  Sibert oversaw the building of the Gatun Locks and Dam, the breakwater in Colon, and the 

channel from Gatun Lake to the Pacific Ocean.  He was a member of the Isthmian Canal Commission from 1907-1914.  Many of our 

members probably remember Sibert Street in Gatun, Sibert Avenue in Gamboa, and Sibert Street and Sibert Place in Diablo, all named 

for Sibert.  After leaving the Canal Zone, Major General Sibert participated in World War I, and then was named as the first head of 

the new Chemical Warfare Service created after the war.  He is known as the “father of Chemical Corps.” 

 Tonya is herself an engineer, as was her father.  She is the Civil Highway Department Manager and Senior Project Manager for 

Parsons Brinckerhoff Engineering Firm in Orlando, FL.  Kathy Egolf, PCM Executive Vice President, and Kalika Novoa, Education 

Curator, met Tonya and her family when Gerry DeTore, a PCM trustee, addressed the annual conference of the Florida Division of the 

American Society of Civil Engineers in August 2009. 

 Tonya mentioned that Sibert is the cousin of her 

grandfather.  Knowing about the family history 

influenced her father to become an engineer and 

later influenced Tonya to do the same.  Even Tonya’s 

three daughters, Jessica, 9; Miranda, 7; and Alicia, 4, 

have a scientific bent!  Tonya says she and her 

husband, Scott, credit “our genes as well as providing 

the girls with experiences and toys that are 

sometimes reserved for boys, like tinker toys, blocks 

and Legos.” 

 Sibert was born in Alabama and was educated at 

the University of Alabama and West Point.  Tonya 

said that she was aware that there was a museum in 

Alabama with his memorabilia, and that the US 

Army Chemical Corps gives an award in his name to 

the best chemical companies each year.  She also said 

that aside from the book that Sibert wrote with John 

Stevens called, The Construction of the Panama 

Canal, he wrote, The Improvement of the Ohio 

River.  

 While at the civil engineer annual conference, Tonya saw the 

Museum in a Trunk, the teaching trunk which the Panama Canal Museum is trying to put into school districts across the country.  

Tonya notes, “I’m working on finding engineering companies that would match funds with the Florida Engineering Society to sponsor 

and donate a teaching trunk.” 

Gerry DeTore, Scott Mellen and Tonya Mellen are shown here with the   

Mellens' daughters: Miranda, Jessica and Alicia. 

From an article on "Construction-Day Cookery" in the August 15, 1979, issue of The Panama Canal Spillway 

in the Panama Canal Museum's collection: 

 Mrs. William L. Sibert, whose husband was in charge of the lock and dam construction on the Canal, enjoyed experimenting 

with local produce.  Here is her recipe for "Chayote a la Eggplant," as it appeared in the C.Z. Federation of Women's Clubs 

cookbook of 1909-1910: 

 Peel chayotes, slice them lengthwise in thin slices, lay them in cold water for at least 1/2 hour.  Then dip each slice in rolled bread 

crumbs, then in beaten egg and again in bread crumbs.  Let them stand an hour or so to stiffen, then drop in hot deep fat and fry to a 

golden brown. 
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 The Panama Canal Museum’s annual potluck luncheon will take place on Saturday, January 16, 2010, at 

11:30 a.m.  Always a gourmet’s delight with the many favorite Canal Zone and Panama foods that appear on 

our tables, the luncheon this year will have the added treat of author Robert Hughes's talk on his new book, 

Ahorca Lagarto.  He will also be autographing copies of the book, which is available from the museum’s store. 

 An historical novel about “life and love in Panama during the construction of the Panama Railroad, 1851-

1855, and the events that unfolded on the banks of the Chagres River in a tiny town call Hang the Lizard,” 

Ahorca Lagarto weaves “an exciting and interesting tale,” in the words of museum member, Bob Russell, who 

was one of the early readers of the book.  He notes the historical references that depict the harshness and 

danger of life on the isthmus during this period and contrasts those conditions with the “intriguing and 

plausible love story between Billy and Kate.”  

Museum’s Potluck Luncheon to Feature Bob Hughes, Author of Ahorca Lagarto 

 So, too, does museum president, Joe Wood, 

also one of the first to read Ahorca Lagarto, 

remark on the main characters.  He comments in 

a critique for the author that it is easy to relate to 

each of them “as they have been fully developed 

and have been brought to life by your vivid 

description of their thoughts, emotions, feelings 

and actions.  Most impressive was the way their 

conversations and dialogue unfolded—expressed 

in the way I would imagine people would speak in 

those days—while skillfully capturing their wit, 

humor and intelligence.” 

 Dr. Hughes is a 1968 graduate of Balboa High School who went on to receive a Bachelor of Science degree 

from Louisiana State University in 1971, a Master of Science degree from Purdue University in 1976, and a 

Ph.D. from Louisiana State University in 1981.  In 1996, he received a Master of Science degree from the 

Industrial College of the Armed Forces, and a certificate, Senior Acquisition Course, Defense Acquisition 

University. 

 He began government service in 1973 as a federal police officer in the Panama Canal Zone.  A varied career 

followed that took him back to the states and other overseas assignments, but also brought him home again to 

work as principal instructor in Remote Sensing and Geographic Information Systems, Defense Mapping 

Agency-Inter American Geodetic Survey (DMA-IAGS) Cartographic School, Fort Clayton, Republic of 

Panama; computer systems analyst/programmer for HQ DMA-IAGS; and team chief, Doppler Satellite 

Surveys for Latin America and the Caribbean.  He retired as a senior executive in June 2008 with 36 years of 

federal service in the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency and its predecessor organizations. 

 Bob and his wife Kate have two daughters, Jennifer and Rebecca; a son, Bryan; and three granddaughters, 

Katelyn, Karly and Maddy.  A grandson is on the way. 

 We hope you’ll attend the January 16th potluck luncheon to meet Bob and Kate and learn more about the 

book that has both Bob Russell and Joe Wood looking forward to a sequel. 
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Lucille Abernathy Leaves a Legacy 

 A wonderful friend of the Panama 

Canal Museum, Lucille Abernathy, 

passed away on August 2 in Cynthiana, 

KY.  Lucille married W. Prentice 

Abernathy, a CPA, in the Panama Canal 

Zone, on November 19, 1943, and they 

established residence there for 30 years. 

While there, Lucille managed the 

commissary. 

 Items that Lucille donated in recent 

years to the Panama Canal Museum 

attest to her work in the Canal Zone, 

including the bench where commissary 

customers would sit waiting for the 

butcher to carve their meat, a 

photograph of the bench in place at the 

Balboa Commissary, a sign showing the hours of the commissary, and a wooden divider used to 

separate groceries of customers as they waited to pay the cashier. 

 When the museum was formed in 1998, Lucille lived part of the year in Kentucky and part 

of the year in Clearwater, FL, and was able to make occasional visits to the museum.  She’d 

usually come with items for the silent auction, items to donate to the museum’s collection, or a 

check in hand.  The frequent checks she sent by mail were often given in memory or in honor 

of friends or family members or to celebrate a certain holiday.  When she moved from 

Clearwater to live year round in Kentucky, the checks continued, usually with a note of cheer 

for those involved in the work of the museum.  Even now the checks continue to come to the 

museum as Lucille designated the museum as the beneficiary of two insurance policies and 

another bequest, for which the museum’s Board of Trustees and now all our museum members, 

we are sure, are most grateful.  These most recent donations ($80,019.65) combined with the 

donations Lucille made during her lifetime ($19,234.00) total $99,253.65, making Lucille the 

top financial donor to the museum. 

 Margaret Ritter, her sister-in-law and power of attorney these last few years, wrote the 

museum, saying:  “She has fond memories of her years in the Canal Zone working and 

traveling.  I miss her a lot.”  We, too, miss Lucille and appreciate so much all she did to help us 

preserve the fond memories of the Canal Zone so many of us share. 
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2009 Marks Important Anniversaries in Canal History 

 Do you recall where you were and what you were doing ten years ago – twenty – how about 

thirty?  The year 2009 holds significance for Americans, Panamanians and many others because 

it marks the anniversary of three of the most significant events in Canal History. 

 These important dates shall forever be etched in our memories and we will always 

remember where we were and what we were doing at the time. We in the Panama Canal 

Museum will do our best to keep that history alive and we hope you, too, will remember these 

dates and reflect on the emotions you experienced at the time. 

 Ten years ago, at noon on December 31, 1999, the United States 

transferred ownership and control of the Panama Canal to the Republic of 

Panama, ending a remarkable and sometimes stormy relationship 

between the two countries that lasted over 95 years.  The cessation of US 

civilian and military operations in Panama at the end of the twentieth 

century ended the American Era of the Panama Canal. 

 Thirty years ago, on October 1, 1979, the Canal Zone 

ceased to exist and Panama assumed jurisdiction over that 

part of its territory.  The Panama Canal Company and 

Canal Zone Government, the two US Government 

agencies charged with the operation of the Canal and the 

administration of the Canal Zone, were disestablished and 

replaced by the Panama Canal Commission. 

 Twenty years ago, on December 20, 1989, the United 

States initiated military action in Panama against the 

government of General Manuel Noriega.  Operation 

“Just Cause” ended Noriega’s stranglehold over the 

country and effectively liberated the Panamanian people 

from his strong-armed dictatorship. 
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Museum’s Store Offers a Great Selection of Holiday Gifts 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 The holiday season this year will be a chance to celebrate the flora and fauna of Panama with items from the museum’s 

store.  Inspired by the Flora and Fauna of Panama exhibit currently at the museum, we have available a full-color 2010 Flora 

and Fauna of Panama calendar and our 2009 

annual collectible ornament featuring the 

ever popular golden frog of Panama.  Last 

year’s plush golden frogs (5” and 10”) 

continue to thrill and are joined this year by 

a plush 23” iguana.  The 500-piece golden 

frog puzzle and folding fan also make great 

gifts.  Golden frogs and iguanas, as well as 

turtles, parakeets, toucans, blue morphos, 

plantains, and hibiscus with hummingbirds, 

grace bateas in our latest shipment from 

Panama.  Some of these beautifully carved 

items can even be found on paper towel 

holders and napkin rings!  We can never 

include all our favorites in one short article 

so be sure to look over the enclosed store 

order form and the website for other items 

that you just won’t want to miss. 

 Once your family and friends are all 

supplied with Panama flora and fauna items, 

consider giving them (and yourself!) a very special book about the Panama Canal.  Our newer books include Russell Roberts’s 

Building the Panama Canal, part of a series titled Monumental Milestones: Great Events of Modern Times.  The reading level 

is for ages 9-12, but even older readers can’t help but appreciate the attractive library binding, colorful and unusual photos, 

primary sources, and clear explanation of this always exciting topic.  And don’t forget these other great books about the canal 

that are sure to please:  The Canal Builders, by Julie Greene; Seaway to the Future, by Alexander Missal; Panama Fever, by 

Matthew Parker; Magnificent Molas:  The Art of the Kuna Indians, by Michel Perrin — and, of course, the museum’s own 

Opening the Gates to Canal Cuisine and Write of Passage:  Stories of the American Era of the Panama Canal. 

 The Smithsonian Latino Center on its website has this announcement of an exhibit that may interest  
Panama Canal Museum members: 

 “Panamanian Passages”    
October 15, 2009 - May 31, 2010  10am - 5:30pm, Open daily (except Dec. 25) 

Concourse, S. Dillon Ripley Center 
1100 Jefferson Drive, SW, Washington, DC 

Admission is free and open to the public 
  

 “Panamanian Passages” is a bilingual (English/Spanish) exhibition that presents visitors with a multi-sensory journey 
illustrating Panama’s human and natural history since the rise of the isthmus over 3 million years ago.  This exhibition 
creates a new framework for understanding Panamanian history, beginning with the isthmus’ ancient geological history and 
culminating with the expansion of a Panama Canal (and its challenges for the future).  “Panamanian Passages” highlights key 
chapters in Panamanian history, from early indigenous settlement through to Panama’s 20th century struggle for sovereignty.  
This exhibition has been organized by the Smithsonian Latino Center, the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, and the 
Smithsonian Affiliate Museo del Canal Interoceánico de Panamá.  

“Panamanian Passages" Opens at the Smithsonian 
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How Did the Johnny Marzetti Pasta Casserole Originate? 

By Charlotte Durham, Special to The Commercial Appeal [Memphis, Tennessee] 

 

 Johnny Marzetti is like that childhood game “Gossip,” where you whisper something to person after person and see how it 

changes.  From what we can tell, a fairly simple recipe has evolved into a sometimes grandiose concoction. 

 First, the name.  We’ve seen Johnny or Jonny Magetti, Massetti, Mazette, Masetti, Mazuma, Yum-a-Zetti, John Ben Getti, 

American Chop Suey and even plain old Hamburger Casserole. 

 Residents of the Panama Canal Zone, where green olives and celery joined the dish, call it Johnny Mazetti (no R) and claim 

it as their own.  We’re more inclined to believe the Ohio Historical Society, which traces it to Teresa Marzetti, an Italian 

immigrant who opened a restaurant on Broad Street in Columbus, Ohio, in 1896.  That restaurant closed in 1942, but another 

location, which had opened in 1919, stayed in business until 1972, when Teresa Marzetti died. 

 The baked casserole Teresa named for her brother-in-law, Johnny, “included ground beef, cheese, tomato sauce, and 

noodles,” according to the Ohio Historical Society Website, which adds: “It is unclear when Marzetti’s restaurant first offered 

the dish, but by the 1920’s, it had become popular across Ohio and the Midwest.” 

 Perhaps more popular were Teresa’s salad dressings and by 1947 the restaurant’s second floor had become a factory, 

bottling dressings for sale.  Marzetti dressings still are sold and the company has grown to include other salad dressing brands, 

such as Girard’s, Cardini’s, and popular frozen bread lines, such as Sister Schubert, Marshall’s, and New York.  Inn Maid 

Noodles is another Marzetti brand and may be why most of the later versions of Johnny Marzetti include broad egg noodles, 

instead of the macaroni popular in early versions. 

Variations: 

Instead of olive oil, use bacon drippings or any other oil. 

Use more or less onion.  Skip mushrooms or use drained, canned mushrooms. 

Cream of mushroom soup may be used.  Add green pepper, celery, ripe olives, green stuffed olives, garlic, oregano, basil, red 

pepper, black pepper, salt, hot sauce, soy sauce, sugar, paprika, cream-style corn, drained peas or pimento.  

Instead of ground beef, use ground turkey, ground pork, sausage or a combination. 

Instead of or in addition to tomato sauce, use spaghetti sauce, diced tomatoes, tomato paste, tomato soup, enchilada sauce, or 

ketchup. 

Use Velveeta, mozzarella, Colby, American or any other favorite cheese.  Some recipes omit cheese in the mixture and just use 

as topping.  Others skip the cheese topping in favor of buttered bread crumbs. 

Wide egg noodles, rigatoni, spaghetti or other pasta can substitute for macaroni. 

Some recipes mix it all in the skillet and skip the oven baking.  

Use what you like or what you have on hand. 

 

 Editor’s Note:  The Panama Canal Museum’s cookbook, Opening the Gates to Canal Cuisine, available from the 

museum’s store, contains three recipes for Johnny Marzetti, one for Johnny Mazetti, one for Johnny Mazzetti, one for Johnny 

Mosetti, one for Charlie Mazetti, and one for Charlie Mozzetti!  The recipe for Johnny Mazzetti in our cookbook has this note:  

“A gastronomic highlight of the construction day era; a dish so popular it is considered by some to be a Panama Canal Zone 

invention.”  The recipe is an old family recipe of Nellie Preston, who came from Baltimore to the Panama Canal Zone in the 

American Construction Era.  She is the grandmother of Ann Wood Suescum and Nellie Wood Engelke.   
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The Panama Historical Society’s Past and Present 

 In 1986, long-time Isthmian resident and Panama Canal Commission retiree Julius Grigore, Jr., sensed there 

were others like himself who would be interested in sharing his love of Panama and its history.  He therefore 

discussed the subject with a few associates and word filtered throughout the Canal Zone and Panama City of a 

scheduled organizational meeting to discuss the matter further. 

 The following 21 fellow historians assembled with Julius on 5 November 1986 in the Taboga Room at the Fort 

Amador Officers’ Club:  Xenia Batista, Mario Lewis, Denis Beuret, Anita McAndrews, Richard Bjorneby, 

Robert McConaughey, John Carlson, Donald Nolan, Leonidas Critides, Gail Dawson, Vicente Pascual, Herb 

Dawson, Wilbur Vantine, Elizabeth Dillon, Doris Wilde, Jonathan Jay Green, Anona Kirkland, Richard 

Wilde, Nina Kosik, Lance Wiskowski, and David Puckett. 

 Expressed interests, as recorded in the short biographies that attendees submitted, covered topics such as 

“people things” and “everything about Panama” as well as “anything historical.” 

 Dick Bjorneby, the Society's first president, chaired that initial meeting, suggesting the members formalize 

their association and continue to meet with the goals of protecting and promoting the historical patrimony of 

Panama; exchange items of historical interest among members; exchange information between members and the 

public; assist in publishing items of historical interest; publish facsimiles of rare books; and organize exhibitions 

and cultural events.  Many of the original 21 and other newcomers attended the second meeting the following 

month and the rest is history.  The Society continued to grow and meets until the present day. 

 Over the years, an impressive number of speakers from various parts of the globe, all with an interest in 

history but not exclusively that of Panama and the Canal Zone, shared their knowledge with members and invited 

guests.  Furthermore, the Society welcomed lecturers to expound on non-historical subjects such as frogs and 

monkeys of Panama, ecotourism, Cuna Indian molas, Isthmian weather, and jungle medicine. Various field trips 

to archaeological sites and churches in the Panama interior, a walking tour of Taboga, and another to see a 

notoriously elusive big, round rock (some 30 feet in diameter) in the Arraijan area, have been organized 

throughout the years.  One of the highlights in Society endeavors was a two-year effort to restore an 1867 

monument honoring Panama Railroad financiers Aspinwall, Stephens and Chauncey and see it erected once 

again in Colon.  The Society spoke at the rededication ceremony and gave a plaque to the mayor of Colon. 

 More recent activities involved beach cleanups on Earth Day, a search in Mount Hope Cemetery for the grave 

of a participant in a late 1800s Canal site study, a chat session with author David McCullough, moonlight cruises 

and participating with the History Channel in 2007 on a special episode named Secret Panama.  Many of these 

activities were promoted and guided by our late president, John Carlson. 

 Until recently, the Society met at various sites in the Canal area; since February of this year members gather at 

7:30 pm at the Biblioteca Nacional at Parque Omar (the old golf course) in the San Francisco area of Panama City.  

Dues are $2 monthly for Isthmian residents.  Others who want to help defray costs are welcome to send a $12 

annual donation. 

 Editor's Note:  The article about John Carlson in the 2008 Fall/Winter issue of the Review sparked a 
discussion about the other founders of the Panama Historical Society, and we decided our members would enjoy 
reading about the Panama Historical Society's history.  Thank you to Vicente A. Pascual and Rick Wilde, the 
PHS’s current President and Secretary, respectively, for providing this informative article. 
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 Ever since the United States transferred operation and control of the Panama Canal to Panama, 
great concern has been expressed that China is positioning itself to take over that important wa-
terway. If that were to happen, some fear that it would result in a serious national security problem 
for the United States.

 The Chinese “problem” should be put into its proper perspective. Hutchinson/Whampoa Lim-
ited, a Chinese firm with headquarters in Hong Kong, is known worldwide as a leading operator 
of ports, including many in the United Kingdom, Germany, Europe, Asia and South America. In 
Panama, that firm operates the ports of Balboa and Cristobal at each end of the Canal under con-
cession from the Panamanian Government. That firm has no control over Canal operations and 
does not dictate which ships can or cannot go through the Canal—its activities are confined to port 
operations.

 The Panama Canal Authority (an independent agency of the Panamanian Government) is 
wholly responsible for the management, operation and maintenance of the Panama Canal. Neither 
Hutchinson/Whampoa nor the government of China is involved in the Canal operation.

 There has been speculation that, by its presence in Panama, China will flood the country with 
its own citizens and therefore, would be positioned to take over the Canal. Of course, there is 
no way of knowing if those are China’s intentions, but it would appear highly unlikely that the 
Panamanian Government would cede control of its Canal to any other foreign government. There 
would be enormous political, economic and international repercussions if any country were to at-
tempt to assume operation of the Panama Canal without Panama’s total support.

 Panama currently is operating the Canal efficiently and effectively for the benefit of all nations 
of the world, including the United States. The 1977 Treaty Concerning the Permanent Neutrality 
and Operation of the Panama Canal states: “The Republic of Panama declares that the Canal, as an 
international transit waterway, shall be permanently neutral in accordance with the regime estab-
lished in this Treaty. The same regime of neutrality shall apply to any other international waterway 
that may be built either partially or wholly in the territory of the Republic of Panama.”

 The Treaty states further: “The Republic of Panama declares the neutrality of the Canal in order
that both in time of peace and in time of war it shall remain secure and open to peaceful transit by 
the vessels of all nations on terms of entire equality, so that there will be no discrimination against 
any nation, or its citizens or subjects concerning the conditions or charges of transit, or for any 
other reason, and so that the Canal, and therefore the Isthmus of Panama, shall not be the target of 
reprisals in any armed conflict between other nations of the world.”

China and the Panama Canal
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Please join us . . . 

January 16:  Potluck lunch at 11:30 a.m. at the museum 

with Bob Hughes, author of Ahorca Lagarto, the 

speaker. 

January 25 — February 5:  Museum fundraising cruise 

to Panama and other exciting ports on a beautiful new 

ship. 

April 18:  Space Coast Bunco V, a fund raiser for the 

PCM, will be held at the Dog ‘n Bone Pub in Cocoa 

Village, FL.  Contact  phuff@cfl.rr.com or 321-455-1649 

for info. 

THE PANAMA CANAL MUSEUM MISSION  

AND VISION 

 

 The mission of the Panama Canal Museum is to 
document, interpret and articulate the role of the 
United States in the history of Panama, with emphasis 
on the construction, operation, maintenance and 
defense of the Panama Canal and the contributions to 
its success by people of all nationalities. 

 The vision of the Panama Canal Museum is to 
achieve national and international recognition as the 
foremost source of historical information uniquely 
dedicated to documentation of the United States’ 
participation in the history of Panama. 
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